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Off- road driving desert offroad adventure driving course

Posted on Thursday, June 21, 2018 by Ferdinand Godinez Learn to navigate the desert landscape with little help from experts There is no doubt that driving in the desert is an adventure. However, navigating the sandy landscape is by no means a walk in the park, and your usual driving knowledge is really no match for such a landscape. To make sure you do it right, it's better to seek help from those who
know. Here in the UAE, there are several driving schools that offer off-road courses that include both theoretical and practical training. Remember that successful desert driving is about more than just your motor handling skills; it's about having the right knowledge to ensure safety when navigating the country's rugged off-road environment. Here are some centers that offer desert driving lessons in the UAE.
Rub Alkhali Desert Tourism This place offers a three-hour session that shows you the ropes so that you get a better perspective on every corner of the desert driving. Theory classes include 4×4 vehicle demonstration, inspection and maintenance, as well as advice on general preparations for off-road travel, including safety procedures, notes on automatic and manual driving, gear terminology and transport
control. Practical training concerns tyre deflation, spare tyres and tool control, speed control, climbing and descending sand dunes and recovery techniques using shovels, tug ropes and low measuring equipment. Since AED 1500. Liwa Hotel, West Region. Contact: 056 222 8286, arabiantours.com Emirates Driving Company With the aim of raising your awareness of 4×4 driving, this company offers a
course that teaches you all the basics of proper desert driving, focusing on safety. The programme, divided into theoretical and practical lessons, covers topics such as manoeuvring with vehicles dealing with complex terrain, 4×4 equipment, navigation using maps, GPS and even an old-school compass. Since AED 1000. Tänav 17, Mussafah. Contact: 600 588 880, edcad.ae Emirates Driving Institute
Drivers who want to learn the basics or get more comprehensive tips on off-road driving can sign up for this special course offered by emirates driving institute. Students can choose to go to the theory and practical training story (good for beginners), or take refresher training for those who have previously been out in the sand dunes. You can grab the maneuvering and mechanics of 4×4, get more
understanding of the desert landscape and learn how to respond to unexpected situations, plus get tips, techniques and safety advice. Since AED 700. Al Quoz, Dubai. Contact: 04 263 1100, edi-uae.com Offroad-Zone Dreaming to conquer the dunes? Sign up for You Drive 4×4 Desert Experience and find out what it takes to drive like a pro. To start a session, a detailed overview includes safety advice and
techniques. An experienced guide will help you get a grip on essentials, so you can feel free to ride in rough conditions. provides safety equipment such as a towing rope, first aid kit and tyre fator, water, convoy vehicle and walkie-talkie to ensure real-time smooth communication between students and instructors. Craving more? Enjoy overnight experiences including tents, sleeping bags, barbecue dinner
and camp-side breakfast and lunch. Since AED 1400. Al Quoz, Dubai. Contact: 04 339 2449, offroad-zone.com Galadari Motor Driving Centre This course will teach you desert navigation, including information about self-and-assisted-recovery so you know what to do if you're stuck in the sand - guaranteed to happen at some point in your off-road adventures. It also includes a variety of driving techniques to
help you navigate the dunes and offers top tips for handling the landscape. Depending on your skill level, you can choose from a variety of courses, including basic, advanced, emergency, self-driving, team building and refresher. From AED 300. Al Barsha 1, Dubai. Contact: 04 432 9803, gmdc.ae Get social While taking official lessons is a must, learning about the start-up off-road driving is an ongoing
process. This is where joining groups of like-minded adventurers can be useful, where experience and knowledge is passed around to help other leaders. Here are some worth checking... Uae Off Roaders Aside from joining tours, members of this group can choose the brains of off-road veterans exploring mountains, deserts, wadis and other local landscapes. Visit: uaeoffroaders.com at Albert Organizing
everything from quick off-road trips to barbecues, this group gathers like minded individuals who share experiences, tips and techniques. While based in Dubai, the group is a member of a different emirates and heads off on adventures across the country. Group leader and former Abu Dhabi resident Albert Mahesh also shares his understanding of fishing gear, technical guidelines and planning travel. Visit:
weekendswithalbert.wordpress.com Abu Dhabi 4×4 Founded to provide a meeting place for desert driving enthusiasts, this family-oriented group is open to all nationalities and skill levels. Members can enjoy organized day trips, night trips, camping and landscape adventures. Equally important are the lessons and advice for safe driving, techniques and help that members absorb from experienced off
roaders. Visit: ad4x4.com Me4x4 Open for Beginners and Experienced Drivers, the Me4x4 team offers basic safety training and dishes to develop tips on what is needed to manage and survive in the desert behind the wheel. The Dubai-based group explores different locations not only in the United Arab Emirates, but also further afield. Visit: Me4x4.me 4×4 Founded in 2006, this group consists of
passionate all-terrain drivers. Members can take part in various journeys where you can learn more about everything from technical aspects to navigational skills. Visit: almost4x4.com Hacks RoadSafety AAE shares important tips on how to do off-road driving safe and enjoyable ... Why don't you drive a vehicle? Cars must be 4×4 models, well maintained and thoroughly inspected before taking place on the
road. You can drive. This is where it is important driving schools and proper training comes in. This helps to know about the required tyre pressure according to different road conditions, sand or surface texture, vehicle speed and manoeuvring techniques. Get the right equipment. Make sure you are armed with the necessary tools such as heavy duty towing ropes, shovel, tyre compressor, car jack, spare
tyre and GPS navigation system. Make sure you're covered. Check your insurance coverage and vehicle insurance to ensure your protected protection in the event of an accident on the road. Check the conditions. Follow the weather forecast before heading out so you're aware of any incoming sandstorm, rain shower or very hot conditions. Never explore solo. Never venture alone or in any vehicle. Ideally,
in the event of a mechanical failure or accident, a convoy of three vehicles is recommended. I have a plan. Explore your travel destination and route via the Internet, landscape guide materials and clubs to explore the area. Don't forget what's needed. Bring plenty of water, a fully charged cell phone, sun protection, a first aid kit and extra clothes for the trip. WORDS Ferdinand Godinez Posted in Features |
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year round. Many of our clinics are located conveniently located 50 miles north of Los Angeles with easy access to LAX airport and Bakersfield Airport (BFL). (The clinic is about 50 miles south of Bakersfield, CA) • You can fly to LAX, rent a car and drive north into the mountains of the scenic Los Padres National Forest area. Then check one of the hotels nearby. • Meet me in the classroom in the morning
with a 4WD vehicle for two days of instruction and fun! • Bakersfield Airport (BFL) allows you to avoid LAX congestion with flights from San Francisco, Denver, Phoenix and Vegas. With a drive to the classroom in just 45-50 minutes, you can even book a hotel in Bakersfield and drive to the clinic in the morning. • Of course, we recommend that you bring your 4-wheel drive vehicle if it is appropriate. Nothing
better than getting started with the vehicle you're driving. We have access to thousands of square miles within an 80 to 90-mile radius of Los Angeles. A variety of off-road trips can be arranged for 1-6 days or more, camping or hotel-based, involving special missions involving training or exciting expeditions. Getting started with us Off-Road Clinic has the idea of a place to start, if you have your first 4WD
vehicle, is just getting into overlanding or recently purchased a 4-wheel drive vehicle pulled from behind the RV. Do you damage an expensive vehicle or the risks associated with off-road driving that prevents you from using your four-wheel drive? Then review the 4×4 landscape training schedule and enroll in 4×4 classes to learn the right way. You save more from the cost of the clinic by learning how to
avoid vehicle damage and towing fees. You will also save money by buying the right equipment for the first time! But more importantly, you will learn how to drive safely to protect yourself and your passengers. If you have a group that requires 4×4 landscape training, please contact us. Flexible classes and places for 4×4 terrain training can be arranged. The classes listed are intended for recreational 4WD
drivers. The unique, focused 4-wheel drive clinic is available to groups that use four-wheel drive at work. Specific topics can be addressed in 4×4 landscape training for business users (e.g. safety, teamwork, etc.). The landscape training site is flexible and can be organized on your site. 6 reasons why your husband should learn to drive off Road 1. Your husband may be a spare driver: if anything happens to
you, your husband can drive out. It is likely a training course will teach your spouse how to overcome most of the challenges your spouse faces in the trails. Even if you're out in the cold, your husband should be able to steer you out or at least take you to a mining point. 2. Building trust: learning to manage the landscape means acquiring new skills. This includes unusual terrain, special driving techniques
and a variety of equipment such as standard transmissions. Experiencing all of them while under vigilant instruction a trained instructor increases confidence. 3. Better all-around driver: Off-road skills are used in the city during bad weather, such as blizzard or heavy rain. After an earthquake or tornado, there may be sinkholes or debris on the road. Drivers must negotiate these obstacles. It's a normal
procedure on a four-wheel drive. Someone who has taken a 4WD course is better able to handle these difficult and stressful situations. 4. Additional observer: the best observers are also good leaders. Having passed the 4WD course, your husband can read the trail as well as you, offering you a valuable second set of eyes. One catch: if your husband starts enjoying an off-road ride, you may end up an
observer. But that's okay, okay? On the other hand, your husband may still just want to sit down and enjoy the ride. Encourage your husband to get behind the wheel at times to keep his wife's skills sharp. Wait – one more catch: You can finally buy another 4-wheel drive vehicle just for your spouse! 5. An extra driver spell for you: Driving off-road, as you know, is very demanding. Fatigue can be set up in a
few hours. This is know that a qualified driver may take over if necessary. 6. Companion trails: Buddies are great, but you can't beat taking your husband along. You experience adventure together, share great memories and really bond while out. What our students say at the Badlands Off Road Adventures Driving Clinic is to have everyone who wants to learn or improve their off-road driving skills. The
lecture section of the clinic is comprehensive, very informative, straight to the point and fun to learn. The instructor, Tom Severin, gives a well-articulated, not presentation of well organized material, which can certainly make a difference between having a safe and pleasant off-road adventure, or not. Tom's answers to questions are intelligent, well-informed, confident and friendly. The clinic's driving
component was fun, fun, fun. The obstacles were severe with increasing severity. Tom explains how to deal with the challenge, personalized guidelines give the student confidence and skills to conquer the obstacle. After basic off-road driving techniques, Tom led us to follow the leader of the tour, where we were able to apply all the skills that we learned and became a very valuable experience. I drove 295
miles and rented a hotel room for two nights to take it to a driving clinic, it was worth the time, money and distance. I highly recommend Badlands Off Road Adventures for people who are new or already have experience in off-road driving sports; I for one, looking forward to taking additional classes. - Ed Hess Software Engineer Hi Tom, I just wanted to write to you and let you know how much I enjoyed a
two-day training class last weekend. It was interesting, fun, complex, scary, exhilarating and rewarding. I can't think of a better way to spend the weekend! I was really surprised at how difficult the other day was, but when we went through the canyons and washes, I really saw how important the training sessions were that you had to go though. They all seemed quite easy when we did them, but from time to
time on the track, it was clear that this part is just like this exercise and this part is just like that exercise. It really helped give me confidence that I would be able to make it through all the obstacles on the track. EXCELLENT CLASS! I recommend it to all your friends interested in 4 wheeling! I'm sure the money I spent on my driver upgrade was much more useful in improving my 4 wheeling than any
hardware upgrade I could have done. Take care and stay safe, - Dale Roche Michelle Sheppard Goler Gulch We had a great weekend offroading through Goler Gulch and Last Chance Canyon a few weeks ago. The tracks were moderate to severe. (some quite difficult due to the large stones in the canyon) I felt so confident and relaxed when I was driving thanks to my 2 days of offroad training with you. I
knew exactly how to deal with every obstacle we Skills. Everything I learned in your class came in handy on two days when I was offroading. I also had a lot of fun because I felt so confident. I know I wouldn't have driven these tracks if I didn't take classes. I probably would have been too intimidated. Thanks for the great school. – Charlie Yoon January 2021 January 09, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road – LA
Area January 10, 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area January 09-10, 2021 Two-day package Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area January 23, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area January 24, 2021 Day 2 Getting In Off-Road – SD Area January 23-24, 2021 Two Days Send Package Started Off-Road - SD Area January 30 , 2021 Sandne Off-Road Driving - Oceania Dunes February 2021
February 07 , 2021 Super Bowl Club Run February 20, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area February 21, 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area February 20-21, 2021 Two-Day Package Getting Off-Road - LA Area February 27, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area February 28, 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area February 27-28, 2021 Two-Day Package Getting Off-Road - SD
Area February 27, 2021 Starting With Rock Crawling February 2021 February 07 , 2021 Super Bowl Club Run February 20, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area February 21, 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area February 20-21, 2021 Two-Day Package Getting Off-Road - LA Area February 27, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area February 28 2021, Year 2, 2021 Two-Day Package
Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area February 27, 2021 Starting with Rock Crawling March 2021 March 06, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area March 07 , 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area March 06-07, 2021 Two-Day Package Starts Off-Road - LA Area March 12, 2021 Death Valley Adventure March 2021 March 2021 2. 2021 Two-day Package Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area March
20-21, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area March 23 2021 San Rafael Club Run March 29 , 2021 Easter Safari April 2021 April 10, 2021 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area April 11, 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - LA Area April 10-11, 2021 Two-Day Package Getting Off-Road – LA Area April 24-25, 2021 Start-up Of Two-Day Package Off-Road – LA Area 24 , 2021 Getting Started Off-Road -
SD Area April 25, 2021 Day 2 Getting Started Off-Road - SD Area April 24-25, 2021 Two-Day Package Getting Started Off-Road – SD Area Other Need Private Session? 2021. See the whole 2021 Graph Popular Products Hard to believe it's Christmas Already. Where did the year go? (Given what year it's been, everyone is happy to get this one behind you.) But despite the pandemic, we in the Badlands
are going to stay in the spirit. Actually, I hope all the four-wheelers... Continue reading I was well on my second day of a four-day trip through Death Valley. Suddenly, after bumping over the routine, the left front of the spring broke in half. I watched it in disbelief - the rut wasn't that deep. (Spring may be cracked before hitting the rut.) ... Continue reading On the way to the North Rim grand canyon, my
vehicle just died when I bottomed out of the entrance ramp on I-15. I just refueled in Vegas. As I coasted the shoulder, I thought about my options - see if I could find... Continue reading the Student recently by email asking for advice on how to make certain repairs during off-road. After answering, I realized that others might benefit from similar information. Addressing breakdowns is one of the top fears
expressed among my 4WD students. It is impossible to cover any scenario in an article such as ... Continue reading
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